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This work presents a case study developed in San Juan Bautista church in Talamanca de Jarama (12th –16th
Century), which have been selected as an example of a historical church with a complex construction with
subsequent combination of architectural styles and building techniques and materials.
These materials have a differential behavior under the influence of external climatic conditions and constructive
facts. Many decay processes related to humidity are affecting the building’s walls and also have influence in the
environmental dynamics inside the building.
A methodology for monitoring moisture distribution on stone and masonry walls and floors was performed
with different non-invasive techniques as thermal imaging, wireless sensor networks (WSN), portable moisture
meter, electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) and ground-penetrating radar (GPR), in order to the evaluate the
effectiveness of these techniques for the knowledge of moisture distribution inside the walls and the humidity
origin.
North and south oriented sections, both on walls and floors, were evaluated and also a general inspection
in the church was carried out with different non-invasive techniques. This methodology implies different monitoring stages for a complete knowledge of the implication of outdoors and indoors conditions on the moisture
distribution. Each technique is evaluated according to its effectiveness in the detection of decay processes and
maintenance costs.
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